Vaginal Gossypiboma In A 3Year Old Female Child- A Case Report and Literature Review
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ABSTRACT

Gossypiboma is a term used to describe foreign objects, often surgical sponges / swabs that are left accidentally in the body during a surgical procedure. Diagnosing these remains tricky and challenging for radiologists due to their variable presentations and imaging appearances. Lack of diagnosis can result in serious complications ranging from infection to death. Vaginal foreign bodies have been described in detail in the past literature in the adult population. We present an unusual case of a vaginal gossypiboma in a female child who had an initial diagnosis of vaginal rhabdomyosarcoma and was subsequently found to have a vaginal mass after treatment which remained misdiagnosed during multiple initial followups. An eventual diagnosis of a gossypiboma was made on vaginoscopic removal of the surgical gauze.
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Introduction

Retained surgical sponges are seldom reported due to medicolegal implications. Awareness of this problem is not only mandatory for the surgeons but is crucial for the radiologists so as to make prompt and accurate diagnosis in such cases. A gossypiboma, textiloma [1] or cottonoid are the common terms used to describe such foreign objects (a mass of cotton matrix or a sponge) that are left behind in a body cavity during a surgical procedure. The manifestations and complications of gossypibomas are variable, hence diagnosis can be difficult and patient morbidity is significant [1]. The incidence of retained surgical instruments is estimated at 1 in 100-3000 of all surgical interventions and 1 in 1000-1500 for all intrabdominal operations [2-4].

Case Report

We report the case of a 3-year-old female child who presented to the outpatient walk in clinic at our institution with a history of a vaginal mass noted by her parents for for 6 months. She underwent surgical resection of the mass by a surgeon at an outside facility. Histopathology was consistent with vaginal embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma. She was admitted to our institution and on baseline work up, a residual mass was identified on the MRI pelvis. Completion surgery followed by brachytherapy was the proposed treatment after Multidisciplinary Tumor Board discussion. She underwent repeat resection of the residual mass (which was resected in two fragments according to the operative report) followed by brachytherapy. Further chemotherapy was planned and given according to low risk regimen of rhabdomyosarcoma. The child subsequently presented after 4 months after chemo with vaginal discharge. Repeat MR imaging demonstrated a heterogeneous abnormality in the region of vaginal vault and upper half of the vagina which was thought to represent thick inspissated serosanguinous secretions secondary to radiation related vaginal stenosis versus noncontiguous tumor recurrence (Figure 1).
**Discussion**

Several cases of retention of surgical gauze after surgical procedures have been reported in literature; however, many remain unreported due to fear of litigation [1]. Forgotten gauze has been known to migrate to several hollow intra-abdominal organs such as intestine, stomach, and thoracic cavity [1-11]. Different foreign bodies have been forgotten, transported, or left accidentally in the adult vagina over a period of time. Such objects included tampons, bottle caps, sex toys, and sometimes dangerous substances like batteries and illicit drugs [3]. To our knowledge, a case of a vaginal gossypiboma in a pediatric patient is a rare occurrence. Pathologically, two types of foreign-body reaction can occur. The first is an aseptic fibrinous response that creates adhesions and encapsulation. The second response is exudative in nature and leads to abscess formation with or without secondary bacterial invasion [6]. In an experimental animal study to evaluate the process of migration of gossypiboma; four stages were described.

These are foreign-body reaction, secondary infection, mass formation, and remodeling. Plain radiography and computed tomography (CT) can diagnose most cases of gossypiboma. However, MRI is useful in differentiating a foreign body from an abscess [1,9,12,13]. Malignant transformation has been reported following long-standing irritation from gossypiboma resulting in hematoma, granulomatous inflammation, abscess formation cystic masses, and/or neoplasm [12,13]. The treatment options for gossypiboma depend on the size, location, complications, and facilities available; ranging from laparoscopic retrieval to open surgery [14-16]. Uncomplicated gossypiboma can be retrieved laparoscopically. However, migration to hollow organs requires exploration, removal of the foreign body, followed by resection, and/or repair of the perforated organs, toileting, and sometimes drainage of the cavity.

**Conclusion**

The radiologist should almost always consider the possibility of a retained sponge in imaging of every postoperative case including the pediatric patient population. This is even more important in patients with unusual presentations and or radiological imaging findings. A high degree of suspicion is important for preoperative diagnosis. Despite the use of radio-opaque sponges and thorough sponge counting, this dreaded mishap still occurs. Although human
errors cannot be completely abolished, continuous medical training and strict adherence to regulations should reduce the incidence to a minimum.
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